The four samples that were used for DNAm profiling are indicated (DKC1-4). For comparison we utilized four gender-matched controls of similar age that were obtained from a dataset by Harris et al. 2012 (GSE32148:
sample IDs: GSM796678; GSM796674; GSM796667; GSM796671). Some of the DKC samples have also been described in original publications as indicated (*[1]; ** [2] ; *** [3] ). o Others/not available 38% (n=12)
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Supplemental Figure 1: DNAm profiles of DKC disease related genes.
Mutations in the following genes have been causally linked to DKC: dyskeratosis congenita 1, dyskerin (DKC1), TERF1 (TRF1)-interacting nuclear factor 2 (TINF2), telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT), telomerase RNA component (TERC), and regulator of telomere elongation helicase 1 (RTEL1). The plots depict the beta-values of all corresponding CpGs that are linked to these genes on the HumanMethylation450 BeadChip. The DNAm patterns did not reveal significant differences in these genes as compared to control samples (four age and gender matched samples are exemplarily depicted: GSM796678; GSM796674; GSM796667; GSM796671).
Supplemental Figure 2: Enrichment of DNAm changes in genomic regions.
The annotations of CpG sites to either regions of corresponding genes (A; TSS1500: 1500 bp up-stream of transcription start site; TSS200: 200 bp upstream of TSS; UTR: untranslated region) or to CpG islands (B) [4] were used to estimate enrichment of DNAm changes at specific regions (hypergeometric distribution; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; + P < 10 -5 ; # P < 10 -10 ; ∆ P < 10 -15 ). Hypermethylated sites are highly significantly enriched in promoter regions and CpG islands.
Supplemental Figure 3 : DNA-methylation levels in PRDM8 are independent of donor age.
Beta-values were retrieved form DNAm profiles of 4,131 healthy blood samples of 16 different studies (GSE32148, GSE30870, GSE36064, GSE40005, GSE40279, GSE41169, GSE42861, GSE50660, GSE51180, GSE51388, GSE56046, GSE56105, GSE56581, GSE58651, GSE61496, and GSE62992). The results for the CpG site cg27242132 are exemplarily depicted (results are similar for neighboring CpGs) -these CpGs did not reveal clear association with chronological age.
Supplemental Figure 4: Lymphocytes reveal slightly higher DNAm in PRDM8.
To estimate the impact of subcellular composition on the DNAm levels in PRDM8 we utilized DNAm profiles of two studies that analyzed sorted cell populations (GSE35069, E-MTAB-2145) [5, 6] . Beta-values for the CpG site cg27242132 are depicted. There was a moderate increase in DNAm levels in lymphocytes indicating that cell counts in blood samples have some impact on DNAm measurements in blood samples at this region.
Supplemental Figure 5: Pyrosequencing assays in PRDM8 are temperature sensitive.
This graphic depicts pyrosequencing measurements of DNAm levels at cg27242132 in DKC, AA, and healthy controls. The PCR on bisulfite converted DNA was either performed with an annealing temperature of (A) 65 °C or (B) 56 °C. Generally, the results are in line with the observations of the HumanMethylation450 BeadChips.
However, the absolute DNAm levels were affected by temperature settings (similar results were also observed for assay 2). Therefore, we reasoned this approach might be less suitable for quantitative analysis as diagnostic biomarker and alternatively focused on MassARRAY. To identify CpGs that might be co-regulated with DNAm at PRDM8 we utilized a dataset of 62 DNAm profiles of AML (GSE58477 [9] due to low variation such analysis would not be possible in normal blood). Supplemental table 2 ).
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